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5.5 product line, including its.Tony Blair has said he welcomes the possibility of the UK leaving the
EU because the “nationalists” in the bloc have “lost their minds”. As leading Brexit campaigners
prepare to deliver the final speech to urge the British public to vote for Britain leaving the EU,

Labour’s former prime minister said the EU was “insane” and there was “no alternative to Brexit”. Mr
Blair, a staunch Remainer, said he had been in Brussels watching a video of Nigel Farage “going

mental” during an EU debate on Brexit, and suggested the “Brexit brigades” were driven by
eurosceptic xenophobia and were “lamenting the loss of a golden past”. Nigel Farage’s 52 Days of
Brexit: How to get your own Brexit demonstration Nigel Farage sent MEPs on a fact-finding mission
to Dublin and Paris to learn more about Irish and French attitudes to the EU. He then organised a

national Brexit campaign, to demonstrate how his Remainer MEPs could achieve the same outcome.
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A year on he has been in his old post as MEP to keep an eye on the EU’s Brexit negotiations. Mr Blair
said: “What has happened over the last couple of months is that the nationalists in Europe have lost
their minds. “The Constitution, the people of France and Germany, these were people who were not
particularly fond of the EU. They were pragmatic people who looked at what was in their interests.

“Now suddenly they’ve become a bunch of insanities. They go along looking for the issue in
immigration, or in VAT, or whatever.There’s a new Google smartphone coming to market, and it’s got

some nifty specs, and design, and all the Android dude stuff you can handle, and it will indeed be
available only in New York, though not for a long while yet. But you know what it won’t have?

Cameras. No, really. We’ve all seen the ads that Google’s been running for a while now featuring
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software for home and professional studio owners. This pack offers original sample-driven
instruments, granular effects, powerful modulation options, and comprehensive multi-effects with a

user-friendly interface. Nuendo 5 features expert multi-timbral control, perfect match of granular and
analog emulations, real time effects with polyphony, and lots of new creative features. Nuendo 5 is

designed for
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